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“SHOW AND TELL” EVENING – THURSDAY 27TH JUNE 2019
An interesting evening again but not so many willing to ‘Show and Tell’ as last year. A
good idea in the first place, and suggested by Ed Kinge, but maybe its run its course as a
subject for inclusion in future programmes for a while. By then there will be loads more
interesting things to ‘Show and Tell’ us about
The first subject were the lights that Brian Palmer had remade. They are mainly used for
the public show, (officially known as screen warmers), and the previous set, made by John
Parkes if I remember rightly, were getting a bit the worse for wear, (‘falling apart’ had
been mentioned), so Brian volunteered to sort them out.
He did a brilliant job, despite having health problems along the way, and they are now
completely up to date with only the previous plug still in use as there was nothing wrong
with that, (recycle, recycle, comes to mind !!).
They have LED lights, a proper dimmer switch, proper ‘arms’ to wind the cable onto and a
lovely piece of Oak wood as the base.

John Astin then explained how much information a Smart Phone could give you. You buy
the phone and a case to keep it in. You need access to the internet and the salesman will
set it all up for you but there are many ‘apps’ that you can install, or download, later. John
said he hardly uses it as a phone but a huge amount for other things, even reading his
emails, linked to his computer, and replying to them, but can still deal with them on his
computer later. It can be used as a Sat Nav and with the weather forecasts for anywhere in
the world, it can be very useful if travelling in bad weather. Text facility of course and
BBC news reports. You can also use it as a camera and for videoing. It comes with many
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apps already installed but is a real piece of technology that many ‘cannot live’ without. In
other words, it can put you in touch with any information that is out there, you can even
‘talk’ to it asking a question and it will give you the answer!!! (How did people manage
when you couldn’t unplug your phone from the wall socket, which was in the hall, but you
had very short phone calls as that was in the days before central heating and in the winter
there was ice on the inside of the windows !!!!!).
Ed Kinge had brought along a book that he said had changed his life, well, the
photographic side of it. He had already told us about his work as a Technical Advisor with
Kodak and one day attended a lecture at The National Gallery given by Sir Ernst
Gombrich, (hope I got the name correct), who was an art historian. Ed showed a DVD of
an interview with the man by Charlie Rose and about Image Making. Apparently he was
an Austrian Jew, managed to escape and worked for the intelligence service. He was the
first man to hear of the death of Hitler ‘over the wires’. Sir Ernst was very well known in
the art world and his book, The Story of Art, took Ed about a year to read but had kept
‘dipping’ into it as well and admired the beautiful pictures in it.
Andrew Saunders showed two short films about the underground rail system. He said
London’s deepest tube station is Hampstead at 192 feet below ground level. Mill Hill East,
on the Northern line, is the highest viaduct and was built 150 years ago. London’s oldest,
the Metropolitan line, was built in 1889, goes as far out as Chesham and is due to be
extended by the Elizabeth line.
Thanks for bringing these items along for us to see and learn more about.

PHOTOS BY KIM HARROLD AND REPORT FROM PENNY LOVE
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Kiran Shah, actor and stunt man
On Wednesday 10th July, John Astin, Andrew Saunders and Max Bender visited the
Oshwal Centre in Coopers Lane Road, Potters Bar to hear an interview given by actor and
stuntman Kiran Shah. Kiran was born in 1956 in Nairobi, Kenya. He lived in Kenya until he
was twelve years old, when he moved to India with his family. While living in India, Kiran
became interested in films, and when his family moved to Crawley, near London, he
became involved in show business.
His first film was the 1977 movie “Candleshoe”, as a stand-in for a girl called Sara
Tamakuni, and when stunt coordinator Bob Anderson asked him to do her stunts as well,
his career began as a mime, mask and stunt actor. Kiran has played multiple parts in
many blockbuster films including “Superman”, “Indiana Jones”, “Star Wars”, “Titanic”,
“Braveheart”, “The Chronicles of Narnia”, “Harry Potter” and spent seven years working
with Peter Jackson in the “Lord of the Rings” and “The Hobbit” films.
Kiran is 4ft 2 inches tall and has appeared twice in the Guinness Book of Records, once
for wing walking on a light aircraft. Additionally, he has appeared in two episodes of “Dr
Who” and has had a book of his poetry published. We had the opportunity to chat to
Kiran and ask questions. He was most generous with his time and donated raffle prizes.
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Unclassified (Open) Film Competition
The annual Unclassified Film Competition took place on Thursday 11th July. There were
nine entries. First to be shown was the Graduate film by James Englefield “Whitewebbs
Museum”. James had made it as an advert for the Museum. Members liked the lighting
up of each exhibit and the smooth pans and suggested that the music should run to the
end of the film.
Second was “Remembrance Day 2018” by Andrew Tweed. It was filmed in Clacton on the
beach as prone figures were created in sand for the tide to wash away. Comments were
made about the good photography and use of close ups and sound from the event was
used in the film but it might have benefited with some further information.
Next was a one minute film “Jannes Snorkelling” by Max Bender who used an “Apeman”
camera to film in the sea around Croatia. It demonstrated that it is quite tricky to film
under water and members liked the music. Another one minute film by Max followed,
“As night falls…” filmed off the active volcanic island of Stromboli. The distance
photography had been stabilised as much as possible to show the eruption from the
boat, only possible in good weather.
The fifth film, “The Choice” by Max was a science fiction story told to camera. The camera
angles changed and closed in as the story came to its climax. Members felt it engaged the
audience. It was suggested that a five second blank lead in would help when projecting
films.
Following that was a film by Andrew Saunders “The driver’s seat” about a day out for
young Toby at Kings Cross Station and a chance to meet a train driver and sit in his cab.
Camera angles were all very effectively filmed at Toby’s height and members said it felt
like we were there with him.
The seventh film was “Spinning a yarn” by Ed Kinge that told us of the wool production
story by the West Sussex Guild. There were a number of effective low angle shots and
close ups. Ed work collaboratively to share the editing. The film had originally been made
for the Guild but has been recut.
Christine Collins’ film “A moment in time” came next, using historic photos of her Mum
Babs in 1930s pre-war outfits and showing the details of the time. Members said that it
brought history to life.
The final film was by John Astin and was called “London Remembers”. It showed the
poppies and then the flame tributes around the Tower of London before going to the
Elizabeth Park to see shrouded miniature figures commemorating those who lost their
lives in the battle of the Somme. Commented were made on how organised the film was
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with plenty of background information. John explained that he had had to enhance the
red colour of the poppies and use manual settings and filters for the flames. The section
on the small shrouded figures was felt to be very moving.

The results;

Graduate winner - James Englefield - The Whitewebs Museum - 72%
Advanced winner - John Astin - London Remembers - 85%
2 - Christine Collins - A Moment In Time - 82%
3 - Ed Kinge - Spinning a Yarn - 80%
4 - Andrew Tweed - Remembrance Day 2018 - 75%
5 - Andrew Saunders - The Driver’s Seat - 73%
6 - Max Bender - The Choice - 72%
7 - Max Bender - Jannes Snorkelling - 66%
8 - Max Bender - As the Sun Sets over the volcano - 63%
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SOME INFORMATION FOR YOU

Penny Love

Have you ever wondered who Henry Fetherstone and Alexander Wilding are, know the
names, or even care?
Probably not, but they are the names of the two rooms that PBFM use in The Wyllyotts
Centre and I heard someone say, a while ago, that they were just ‘made up’ names of the
rooms that someone had come up with. Not true.
The Wyllyotts Centre stands on part of the grounds where the historic Manor of Wyllyotts
used to be. I can’t find the actual date it was built or opened as the Centre, (don’t tell me to
try Google as they don’t show it!!!). but when I used to help John Parkes bring the
equipment up I saw a plaque lying about somewhere in the basement with the date on that
it was opened by the then MP Cecil Parkinson but if you want that info then offer to help
bring the equipment up and you can have a rummage to find it.
I was invited, representing the then Potters Bar Cine Society, to go to the opening and it
must have been in the mid 1980’s or early 1990’s sometime but don’t quote me on that.
Rumour has it that the original builders went bust therefore delaying it all for a while but
now its a very busy and well used centre.
But I digress so back to the info about the above two gentlemen.
Henry Fetherstone, Citizen and Stationer of London. Lord of the Manor of Wyllyotts 1619
to 1623.
Alexander Wilding. Citizen and Haberdasher of London. Lord of the Manor of Wyllyotts
1650 to 1651.
So, where did I find this information? There are Brass plaques under each set of lights
switches in both rooms.
It just goes to show that if you look around, and read stuff, it’s amazing what you can find
out!!!
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‘WHAT’S IN THE CAN?’ - Thursday 25th July,

Penny Love

Interesting title but didn’t mean food or drink but an update on what films are being, or
thought about being, made so far, and going by the evenings content we have some very
interesting films to see during the coming months.
The first one we saw and heard details of was by Andrew Tweed, (he wasn’t at the meeting
due to family matters but Andrew Saunders spoke on his behalf), was called ‘A Little
Inconvenience’. We see a chap walking along texting or whatever on his mobile phone,
needs the loo, and goes into a building but paying more attention to his phone than where
he should be looking. He goes into the toilet cubicle still using his phone. He then hears
two people coming in but is shocked as they are ladies voices talking and he realises that
he is in the wrong toilet!!!!
He rushes out and goes into the Gents but once ‘settled’ hears a man’s voice, in the next
cubicle, asking questions but doesn’t realise that he is on his phone. Production is still in
progress so I won’t spoil the plot or the ending as this may change, but suffice to say it
involves a few sheets of toilet paper and only enough for one of them !!!!!
Next we saw Andrew Saunders work. A chap in a long raincoat walking up and down
deserted alley ways looking a bit suspicious and keeps looking in his notebook. No one
about. He sees the front page of a newspaper with a photo with the headline of
DEVASTATION underneath. But what has happened? Has there been an explosion? Who
is he? What was the film actually about? Several ideas put forward but which was the right
one? Was there a ‘right’ one? Very atmospheric with the music in the background.
Eric Jukes next titled ‘The First Woman in Space’. Eric had intended to make this in 3D
but that format seems to have disappeared. This could have been a fantasy type film or
maybe real history that we don’t know about. Apparently the lady, Annie Horniman went
into space and back and was given an award by King George 6th. It ran for about 2 minutes
and we only saw a screen of white stars on a black background with a voice over, and a
couple of fading pictures of the lady. I personally found it a bit confusing but work still in
progress on this one.
We then saw a short ‘one minute trailer’ from Eric of a film to be called ‘Witch Boy’. A
quote from the bible about not letting witches live. Good effect of a church window in the
background with a scary mask slowly coming through it towards you with wide open real
eyes looking through the eye slots. Looks as if it will end up as a horror film and made you
want to see more.
Another one minute trailer for Witch Boy with a professor whose life was threatened by
Witchcraft in the Congo. Eric has been in contact with Congolese officials and hopes to
make a full length film about this sometime.
A fourth from Eric, this time starting with a black screen then white typed letters saying
‘Virus, Virus, Virus’ and a girl’s voice asking for help. She talks about officials saying she
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was ‘different’ from others. Then a view from a plane’s window flying over a wind farm.
Then we see a rocket taking off and we assume she is in it still talking. Hmmmmmmmm.
Interesting to see these clips and makes you look forward to seeing the finish productions,
probably with some changes and maybe using some of the ideas voiced from members
who watched them.
It was one of the hottest days, (37C), and nights on record so I asked Colin, the night
manager, if we could have some jugs of cold water in our room and he was only too
pleased to bring them in, much appreciated and he said to ask for refills if necessary.
Needless to say the jugs went back completely empty!!!
Now we take our August break but the A Team are still busy editing…

Welcome back to our first meeting on 5th September
FILM TO A RECORD OR POEM COMPETITION.

From your roving reporter

Another interesting evening with a good choice of subject but poses the question, were
they truly all films to a record or just some music with shots added ??????
The first one we saw was CHRISTMAS VIDEO from JAMES. We heard a Christmas
song sung by The Two Ronnies but mimed to by his sister and another lady. The table was
set for a Christmas meal with several people sitting round it wearing hats and holding
drink filled glasses. We had some good cutaways of a ‘blown up’ Santa and a Snowman
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plus the two lovely family dogs, suitably decorated with tinsel round their necks, and no
doubt waiting for the song to finish and the most important part of the day to come, the
turkey of course !!! Lots of shots of the ‘singers’ interspersed by the ‘guests’ joining in
along the way.
Next was COUNTRY GARDEN by MAX. Lots of big close-ups of photos of flowers of
all sorts, including Foxgloves and Dahlias, lovely roses and an archway covered with roses
to mention just a few. Was it all filmed in Max and Helen’s garden I wondered? One
comment was that it could have been given a sense of movement by panning over the
photos, or zooming in and out, or possibly using dissolves between some of them. Very
nice ending with a big close up of a bee on a flower.
THE PUBLIC EYE from ANDREW SAUNDERS had us following a man in a raincoat
wandering around empty streets and looking puzzled. He met a lady sitting on a bench
who gave him a note book that had instructions and a map in. He walked away,
continually looking in the notebook, but still through empty streets. We saw him reading a
newspaper called The Metro with an aerial photo of completely destroyed buildings with
the words ‘Devastation’ underneath it. Some of the material used must have been from
when Andrew filmed his last one, which he showed on the evening of ‘What’s in the can’.
TEQUILA a second entry from ANDREW SAUNDERS
This was filmed at a vintage fair and with some people in uniform. The song ‘Tequila’ was
running all through the film as the background when people were jiving and dancing in
what looked to be in the 1940s style. We also saw several classic cars and there were stalls
selling various items of the time.
I LOVE LONDON TOWN by JOHN ASTIN
Started with good titles with the words and a red heart, (the symbol often used for the
word love). The film began with drawings of people and scenes of London in black and
white then changed to colour as the song went along. We saw London’s old buildings, and
the new London with the skyscrapers, Canary Wharf and the development of how much
London has changed. The song was sung in a ‘proper’ London accent which added to the
feel of London. Being born in ‘Arringay, in North London, it gave me a real feel of
London, old and new.
I’M WALKIN’ from ED KINGE
The song was sung by Fats Domino and was of people’s feet walking around but all
speeded up. Lots of different styles of shoes and the way people walk and all in different
areas. Ed said he had had to camouflage the camera as security is so tight now, and had
made use of green screen after seeing the way Andrew Tweed had done after he gave us
the talk about it a few weeks ago.
I LOVE TO BOOGIE a second one from ED KINGE.
More legs and feet speeded up to the music. A few weeks ago Ed asked us to walk down
the slope outside Wyllyotts and along the pathway outside of The Old Manor and he had
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speeded this all up, like in the previous film. Did you recognise your feet and shoes? He
said it only took him about half an hour to put together!!!!!
MY GENERATION by ERIC
Sung by ‘The Who’ this started out in black and white showing the times of when there
were CND, anti-Vietnam war demonstrations, and other protests in London and around
the country. Then it changed to colour and we saw older people having their drinks sitting
outside cafes. Shots of mobile phones, mobility scooters, and many other modern day
things reminding us how quickly things change, especially technology. I wonder if some
of these older folk had been in any of the demos and protests all those years ago. One
comment was that the film was very creative.
HELTER SKELTER second one by ERIC
This was to a song by The Beatles with people lying on the floor of a church/cathedral
looking up at the beautiful ceiling. Interesting to see people of all shapes and sizes,
including children the same, sliding down a Helter Skelter, (I think this was in Norwich
cathedral recently), and Eric was brave enough to try it too, AND while filming his slide at
the same time, Not as easy as it looks when everyone else is wanting to ‘slide’ as the mats
were very small for a start !!!!!!!!!!!!! Possibly only meant for kids to use but the
organisers had not allowed for several adults wanting to try it as well.
Sadly we couldn’t judge this one as a problem with the sound. It seems that our cable was
not able to pick up the words but only the music due to something to do with the way the
original recording was made. This will soon be rectified as a new cable being dealt with
that can cope with sort of thing if it happens again.
WORM SONG third entry from ERIC
This really was a film to a record as interpreted the words of the song in pictures. Another
use of green screen as we saw Eric head and shoulders in front of a background of
squirming worms and grubs while he mimed to the words of a song about how no one
liked him as he ate worms all day. We saw him ‘eating’ worms and spitting out the skins
then picking his nose, (yuck), but was a funny film and made us laugh. Eric said he bred
worms at one time for such as fishermen, we assume, so what with that and breeding
special breeds of mice, he certainly likes the unusual!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 films in all so well done to everyone who entered. I doubt that other clubs have so
many entries in competitions, or even for the whole of the year, so its PBFM to the fore
again. Good to see so many and from some of our more recent members too. Our public
show will be over by the time this newsletter is published but Christine must have been
really pleased to have so many films to choose from. I can remember when we used to
have to include films from other clubs to fill the programme but not these days, brilliant
stuff!!!!
Penny Love
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Internal Competition Results - Film to a Record/Poem - Sept 2019
Graduate
Winner - James Englefield - Christmas Video - 60%
Advanced
Winner - John Astin - I Love London Town - 83%
2 - Ed Kinge - I'm Walkin' - 81%
3 - Eric Jukes - Worm Song - 78%
4 - Eric Jukes - My Generation - 73%
5 - Andrew Saunders - Public Eye - 69%
6 - Ed Kinge - I Love to Boogie - 66%
7 - Max Bender - Country Gardens - 60%
8 - Andrew Saunders - Tequila - 53%
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Visit to the East Anglian Film Archives
An early start for eight club members as we travelled up to visit the East Anglian Film
Archive near Norwich on Tuesday 10th September. We were met by Angela Graham and
Phillip Collins who gave us refreshments before we started a tour of the archive.
We visited the cool and cold storage rooms where video tape and film is stored at
temperatures that will protect it. The films are catalogued and eventually digitalised to
protect them for the future. The next room we saw contained the equipment used to
digitalise the film, frame by frame, once it has been cleaned and joining tapes have been
replaced. The digital film is then colour balanced and restored to as near its original
quality using software called “Da Vinci” on a computer. Finally, it is stored on tape. There
were many questions asked and we were told to use three different places to store our
digital films to fully protect them for the future.
Finally, we saw five restored films from the archive; “The Magic Sea” (4:21, 1979), a
multi exposed colour film, “Mount Zao (14:17, circa 1935), a Japanese skiing film, “It’s
Our Business” (3:14, 1988) an IAC film, “Button Ballet” (12:39, 1968) an Albert Noble
stop frame animation, and “The Three Film Makers” (2:39, 1968) a comedy animation. It
was a most interesting visit and we very much appreciated the time given to us by our
hosts, Angela and Phillip.
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Roy Wainwright Shield Movie Competition 2019
On Friday 20th September Wanstead and Woodford Movie Makers hosted the annual
competition against Potters Bar FilmMakers with Roy Garner judging. Christine Collins,
Penny Love and Max Bender represented Potters Bar for the evening. Since 2001, Potters
Bar have won all but three competitions, with 2015 being a draw.
Each club entered films within four given themes. The first was the “Memorabilia”
section, Christine Collins’ film, ”Days Out” won against Arthur Gatcum’s “Cards from the
trenches” a set of embroidered WW1 cards. The second film theme was “Rivers” and
Arthur Gatcum’s “The Lea Valley” came second to John Astin’s “Not New…And Not A
River”
The third section was “On Stage” and James Englefield’s “”Friends” was beaten by
“Converse Salute” made by Olu Kuforiji. Finally, came the “Documentary” section.
Andrew Tweed’s “Land of the Thunder Dragon”, a trek through Bhutan won against Mike
Hobbs’ “Yellowstone and Old Faithful”. Each club played a “Joker” to double points on
one film and, at the end of the competition, Potters Bar had 14 points while Wanstead
and Woodford had scored 12 points. Christine Collins was presented with the Roy
Wainwright Shield by competition Judge Roy Garner.
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ERIC JUKES SAYS ’GET SMART’, FILMING AND EDITING WITH A SMART PHONE.
From your roving reporter
Smart phones are a bit of a mystery to me, as you would know if you saw my mobile
phone, but as long as it does what I want then that’s OK with me, (shock horror when I
say that I only turn it on when I need it !!!!), but always interesting to see what other
fancy phones can do.
Eric said he would be willing to give us an evening about how to film and edit with
this little device so we were looking forward to being taken into the modern world of
technology, and maybe buying one of these little gadgets. You can even talk to it asking
questions and it answers you, wow!!!!!
Unfortunately there were some technical problems so we couldn’t have the full benefit
of his knowledge but he showed some of the films he had taken with his phone and
told us a little about where he had been to film them. Leo, Christine, Eric and various
others tried their best to sort it all out but to no avail but we could at least see and
hear both tracks of Eric’s film, where the Helter skelter was in Norwich Cathedral to a
song by the Beatles.
You use the Smart Phone instead of a video camera and much smaller to carry of
course as well as not having to think if you will need to take a camera wherever you
are going.
He plugged his phone into the projector, via goodness knows what cables, so we could
see the phones screen on our big screen so a good start. With the right app you can
get it to do/have anything whenever you want it as it’s connected via Wi fi.
Eric said there was something called iRig that can give you professional type sound
but doesn’t seem to work with some iPhones, and you can get extra lenses as well but
like all equipment, regardless of what for, as soon as a new one comes in it has
dropped the most important and useful thing you use and new bits and pieces are ‘not
compatible’ with what you have had for years, and never missed, whatever the new
gadget does. Typical!!!
He said that the picture quality on these phones is amazing but the sound not quite so
good, but I suppose they are not made for people like us who actually make a film but
those who take stuff and try to be the first to get it on social media!!!
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The Cinema Museum
A few minutes’ walk from Elephant and Castle Tube Station is Dugard Way, home to the
former Lambeth Workhouse, where the “Master’s House” has been home to the Cinema
Museum for over 21 years. London’s Cinema Museum is devoted to keeping alive the
spirit of cinema from the days before the multiplex. It houses a unique collection of
artefacts, memorabilia and equipment that preserves the history and grandeur of cinema
from the 1890s to the present day. The collection includes projection equipment, cinema
uniforms, bill boards, posters and photographs.
The Cinema Museum is open by appointment for tours and hosts film showings and talks
by performers and members of the film industry such as Claire Bloom, Glenda Jackson,
Mark Gatiss and film historian Kevin Brownlow. The Workhouse building itself has a link
to film history, it was once the home of Charlie Chaplin who lived there as a young boy.
There is a small cinema downstairs with traditional “flip up” cinema seats and a larger
audtorium above where there is a bookshop, café area and seating for the larger events
that take place at the Museum.
The Museum’s future has been under question as the “Master’s House” and site have
been sold by the Health Trust to new owners, but there has been a well organised
campaign to protect it’s future and the Cinema Museum recently won the “TIME OUT
LOVE LONDON’ award for ‘London’s Most Loved Cultural Spot’. The Museum is well
worth a visit to enjoy the displays, watch an evening of film and take in the atmoshere of
cinema history.
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Ian Luetchford Tribute
Ian joined the Club, I think, in 2009.
The joke that we were told later, tongue in cheek, I believe, was that his friends Edward
Catton-Orr and Stephen Healing had sent him “up ahead”, to see what the Club was like,
before they committed themselves to joining. Well, we must have passed the test, because
within weeks all three of them had joined, and made very good films together under the
pseudonym of “The Three Musketeers”.
Indeed, within a few years, Edward had taken on the role of Chairman.
But Ian was not so forward. As you may have read in some of the tribute e-mails that have
been posted, he was essentially a quiet, sweet, gentle, kind man, lovely to chat to, very
modest, very much liked and respected here at the Club. As his health deteriorated, he very
bravely talked about his problems with members, and continued helping to run the Raffle.
With Norma, his wife – and our sympathies go out to her – they were very welcoming, and
opened up their lovely house and garden for our PBFM Garden Parties in, I believe, 2014
& 2016.

That was when I first saw Ian’s large German model railway, which he was moving down
from his loft to a room above his garage. After that, we met up frequently at some of the
large Model Railway Shows at the NEC in Birmingham and at Alexandra Palace, and
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helped Edward run his steam loco in his garden at Essendon and on the Engineering
Society’s tracks at London Colney.

To me, his most memorable film was of the World War II Weekend on the North
Yorkshire Moors Railway. I can also remember a film about the Tower Of London
Poppies, and another about Venice.
I also remember, of course, the several films he made with Edward & Stephen “The Three
Musketeers”, often rather unusual, perhaps slightly quirky movies.
May I say how much Ian will be missed here at the Club. Penny has sent a card from the
Club to Norma, and, like many others of you, I’m sure, I’ve sent a personal card.
Circumstances permitting, I shall attend the Funeral. It will be a very sad day – the loss of
a valuable Club member and great guy.
John Astin, October 2019
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AN EVENING OF BITS AND PIECES

From your roving reporter

On the 3rd of October our speaker, Paul Kittel, had to cancel as he is a professional man
and if ‘paid work ‘ comes along instead of a ‘non paid’ talk to a club, he must take it of
course. When these folk are booked for our programme it’s always with the understanding
that it could be cancelled at the last minute. However, Paul will be coming along in April
2020 as he knows he will not be working on that date so we can look forward to his visit to
us then.
As we were having our Public Show on 5th October it was decided to catch up with things
instead of trying to arrange something else to fill the evening and to finish early (9.30pm)
so that all the equipment needed could be loaded into Andrew Saunders van ready to be
taken to the hall on Saturday.
First up were the results of the Wanstead and Woodford KO, (The Roy Wainwright Shield
competition). Second was information that the HACCA competition will not be held this
year as only us and Hemel able to supply films, and as they now only have about 6
members, and meet in one of the members’ homes, plus it’s only the usual 4 or 5 PBFM
members who go to these ‘away’ competitions, a hall would have to be hired. Unnecessary
expense even though both clubs would share the cost, so it has been postponed and see
how things go in 2020. This competition was originally for 5 clubs in Hertfordshire but
down to only 2 regulars now so consideration will be given as to whether it will be
discontinued. John then said that the competition with Harrow is due the end of October
(The Pinner Plate) and PBFM hosting on a club night so make sure you come along as its
usually a very good evening.
Reminder of our public show on 5th October in Northaw village hall. Christine had all the
films to be shown and she and John spent a day transferring them onto a DVD for ease of
showing on the day. The programme content is films only from PBFM members and as so
many films have been made and shown since last year’s show it must have been difficult
for Christine to decide which ones would be included.
As most members will know, John and Barbara Donne have been coming to the shows
since they were invited as Mayor and Mayoress of Hertsmere in 1919 so it was decided
that a special presentation be made to them as they have been very strong supporters of the
club since then and continue to be so. Andrew Tweed had had a very nice glass ‘trophy’,
with a deep blue scroll in the centre, engraved with the details and their names etc. on a
silver plaque. Andrew had brought it along for us to see before it was presented during the
interval at the show, but the Donne’s were not aware that this was to happen so a big
surprise.
Reminder that the North Thames Region of the IAC Festival Day will be on 3 rd November
in the Wyllyotts Centre at 1.30pm in the Alexander Wilding room. Several films entered
from PBFM members as well as from other club’s members so make sure the date is in
your diary.
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John read the short tribute to Ian Luetchford, who had died a few days previously, and we
saw one of his films, made with Edward and Stephen, about the singer Richard Tauber. Ian
and Norma held our annual garden party a couple of times in their lovely garden.
Ed Kinge then told us about the Sidney, Australia, Film Club that he had visited when
going to see his and Jackie’s daughter in Australia. He showed a few of their films to give
us an idea of the sort of films they make (further information from Ed below).

Ed Kinge recommends…
I gave a short talk at the last club meeting about my visit to the amateur video makers
club in Sydney, Australia during one of my family visits, and showed 4 films. Members
asked for information about the club website and some recommended films.
The website is - www. sydneyvideomakers.org.au When it opens click on - Our Films and then click on - Full Library. There are 24 pages of film thumbnails, must be at least
200. To open just click on title or, if you know the title, type it into search.
I've only watched about 25 of them and below are some I enjoyed. A warning - some of
the comedies are typical broad Australian humour - what my old Gran would have called '
a bit saucy'
1. Three Wishes (there are several with this title because it was an editing competition
using shared footage - I recommend the one by Howard Greg)
2. Be My Girl Sally
3. Wife from Hell
4. Just in time
5. Yogi -The Talking Dog
6. A Stitch in Time
7. Bondi - You'll Never Want To Leave
8. Amazing 360 deg video Technology
9. Like Minded
10. The Box
I hope you enjoy them
Ed Kinge
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The Public Show
The Public Show was held on Saturday 5th October at 2.30pm in Northaw Village Hall.
Many club members came at 12.00 to help prepare the Hall for the show.

After the show, John and Barbara Donne were presented with flowers and an inscribed
award for their support for the event over the last twenty years by Andrew Tweed.
Afterwards, John Astin wrote “Very well done and very many thanks to everyone who
contributed in whatever way to the success of today’s Show, and/or who supported the
event this afternoon. The attendance was pretty good (around 65), technically the
projection etc. went flawlessly again, and all the comments I heard from the audience
were extremely positive”
Christine Collins wrote “Well, another one bites the dust! Like the proverbial swan we
'swanned' our way through another great Show. As John said, grateful thanks go to
everyone, from the 'workers' in the 'lay-out' team for sorting all cables etc... to the tea
ladies, led by Penny, of course, who also had to double as a raffle seller!.....how versatile
we all are! Thanks too to Brian for his magnificent stage lights filling the screen so well...
and to Max (before he succumbed to his 'virus') acting as 'flower lady', getting in touch
with his feminine side....to Gill who had supplied the raffle etc. before going to a very
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special family surprise dinner in the West Country....to Andrew's appropriate words for
the Donne's presentation.......which incidentally he had organised.....and to everyone
else, of course. And especially to the 9 members who made the latest films that went to
make up the programme...really most impressive when you consider that many of our
local video clubs are struggling to keep members or make films!!”
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After the audience left, came the task of clearing the Hall with Andrew Saunders and
John returning the equipment to the Wyllyotts for sorting and storage, all ready for next
year!
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with
grateful thanks to all the contributors

Distribution Dates for Next Newsletter.
Please send your articles or comments for inclusion
In the Winter Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Max Bender

bender@screaming.net
by the following dates:Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 6th December 2019
Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 13th December 2019
(WORD documents, with JPEG photographs separately)
E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 20th December 2019
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